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Abstract

The survivability of Wave Energy Converters (WECs) in extreme waves is a

critical issue faced by developers; typically assessed via small scale physical

experiments with considerable uncertainties. Until recently, confidence in the

ability of numerical tools to reproduce extreme wave events and their interac-

tion with floating structures has been insufficient to warrant their use in routine

design processes. In this work a fully nonlinear, coupled tool for simulating fo-

cused wave impacts on generic WEC hull forms is described and compared with

physical measurements. Two separate design waves, based on the 100 year wave

at Wave Hub and using the NewWave formulation, have been reproduced nu-

merically as have experiments in which a fixed truncated circular cylinder and a

floating hemispherical-bottomed buoy are subject to these focused wave events.

The numerical model is shown to reproduce the wave events well with some

inaccuracies observed in shallower water depths. The results for pressure and

run-up on the cylinder surface, as well as the high-order free-surface behaviour,

also compare well with experimental results. The floating buoy’s motion and

mooring load are reproduced exceptionally well showing that the tool presented

here can be used to assess WEC survivability and complement existing physical

modelling.
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1. Introduction

In order to reduce the Levelised Cost of Energy (LCOE) of wave energy,

research directly concerning Wave Energy Converters (WECs) has focused pri-

marily on optimising the response of devices [1, 2]; the majority of formal design

guidance concentrates on the operational conditions of the device [3]. However,5

this is not always the most critical factor in a design context. Defined by the

UK Energy Research Centre [4] as ‘the ability to survive predicted and sur-

prise extremes in wind, wave and tidal current conditions, in any combination’,

survivability has now been identified as a key issue for the marine renewables in-

dustry, posing a significant challenge requiring complementary development and10

underpinning research. Crucial to both the economic and environmental success

of a WEC [5], it is widely accepted that the current design procedures for the

operational envelope must be complemented with a second level of design which

considers the ‘survival envelope’ [6, 7]. Long-term reliability and failure rate

estimates for WEC components have been attempted, but a lack of available15

data makes such analysis difficult [8]. Furthermore, few short-term survivabil-

ity assessments of complete WEC and mooring systems have been completed.

Wave impact, green water and the episodic mooring loads experienced by WEC

systems have received very little attention, with the exception of the conceptual

criteria proposed by some developers who prioritise survival over power capture20

ensuring devices feature inherent load shedding and de-tuning capabilities in

large waves [9].

In terms of short-term survivability, it is the sometimes catastrophic im-

pacts from abnormally large, ‘freak’ or ‘rogue’, waves which are of most concern

to WEC developers. However, current guidelines on the design and operation25

of WECs fail to provide definitive guidance on how to prepare dynamic, cou-

pled WEC and mooring systems for these discrete events [3, 5]. These events

have typically been reproduced via long-term, time domain simulations of ex-

treme, irregular sea states restricting their analysis to physical experiments or
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numerical models with low CPU demand [10]. Deterministic representations30

of extreme waves have started to emerge [11]. In particular, the ‘design-wave’

known as ‘NewWave’ is referred to extensively in offshore engineering and has

become the industry standard for modelling extreme wave interactions with off-

shore structures [12, 13, 14]. Despite this, the specific wave group combinations

responsible for the most severe loads on dynamic structures remain unclear and35

can, currently, only be found by testing a range of conditions [10, 15]. Uncer-

tainty over WEC survivability, caused by a lack of rigorous design guidelines, a

poor understanding of device behaviour in extreme waves and ambiguity over

the precise conditions responsible for the maximum load cases, represents an

insurmountable risk to potential investors and contributes significantly to the40

industry’s stagnation [4, 16]. If wave energy is to become an affordable part of

the energy mix, potential design solutions require a greater understanding of

the hydrodynamics and structural loading experienced during extreme events

in order to mitigate the risk of device and mooring failure.

The continued increase in the performance-to-cost ratio of modern com-45

puters has meant that numerical models can now provide the quantitative de-

scription required for engineering analysis as well as a means to interpret the

fundamental phenomenological aspects of experimental conditions at full-scale

that physical tests may not [17]. Consequently, the guidelines on design and

technology readiness of WECs state that optimisation of both the vessel and50

mooring system should typically now be performed on a computer [18, 3, 19]. In

cases with highly nonlinear local effects or strong nonlinear interactions between

waves and structures, however, there is a lack of confidence in the predictive ca-

pability of numerical tools to provide extreme motions and loads on the hull,

Power Take-Off (PTO), moorings and anchors. In addition to this, numerical55

tools capable of including the required full range of physics tend to have exces-

sive execution times making their use in routine design applications prohibitive.

Survival tests are, therefore, considered to be a specialised experimental condi-

tion and physical tests are still preferred over numerical models when assessing

the seaworthiness of a WEC [3, 19]. Despite this, there remain a number of60
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uncertainties surrounding extreme wave loading on full-scale WECs as wave

tank survival testing can typically only be performed at small scales (≈1:50)

[17] when larger scales are highly recommended [19, 10]. Therefore, if both

the confidence in and the efficiency of fully nonlinear coupled numerical models

could be increased, the design and survivability of full-scale WECs could be65

significantly enhanced.

The aim of this work is, therefore, to develop a computational tool which

can provide a reliable understanding of the behaviour of WEC systems under

extreme wave loading. In this article, a fully nonlinear Computational Fluid Dy-

namics (CFD) approach has been used to model the free surface interaction of70

focused waves with generic WEC hull forms. A systematic, incremental develop-

ment procedure has been implemented and validated against experimental data

to assess the predictive capability of the tool at each stage of increasing complex-

ity. Initially, the propagation of two different dispersively focused NewWaves

are considered, then a fixed truncated surface-piercing cylinder is introduced75

before the interaction of a focused wave with a floating hemispherical-bottomed

buoy with a linear spring mooring is simulated.

2. The Numerical Wave Tank (NWT)

The numerical simulations described in this article are performed within a

Numerical Wave Tank (NWT) based on the work of Ransley [20]. The method80

utilises the open-source CFD libraries OpenFOAM R© to solve the Reynolds-

Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations for two incompressible, isothermal,

immiscible fluids using a Volume Of Fluid (VOF)-based interface capturing

scheme [21, 22, 23]. Wave generation and absorption is achieved using the

expression-based boundary conditions and passive Relaxation Zone formulation85

included in the additional toolbox waves2Foam [24, 25]. An exponential decay

function is used as the relaxation weighting factor throughout this study.

In the floating buoy case, a Six Degrees Of Freedom (6DOF) rigid body

motion solver is used to simulate the coupled motion of the body. This solver
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is distributed with OpenFOAM R© and allows for automatic mesh motion in a90

portion of the domain (described by a radial distance parameter) via a mov-

ing wall velocity condition and a force calculation on the patch describing the

boundary of the body. The position of grid nodes coinciding with the surface

of the structure are then updated accordingly at every timestep as is the rest

of the mesh based on spherical linear interpolation with a cosine profile in the95

distancing function [26].

3. Design waves (NewWave)

It is now widely accepted that present design procedures for the operational

envelope need to be complemented by a second level of design which takes into

account the extreme wave spectral parameters and survivability envelope [27].100

Despite the random nature of the ocean surface, historically, experiments and

simulations have been performed using large, deterministic, regular waves, such

as 5th order Stokes waves. These are typically based on the most probable,

highest wave expected from a three hour sea state with a return period of 100

years (or some other extrapolation of the data based on an acceptable life-time105

for the device) [11]. In general, however, extreme waves are sporadic events

embedded within a random sea state making their prediction and reproduction

difficult. As a fully nonlinear theoretical model of an extreme wave does not

exist, a more realistic alternative to the periodic representation is to simulate

the complete, random time history, including the entire spectral and directional110

properties, of the three hour interval. This is typically performed at scale in a

laboratory basin [28]. A probabilistic idea of the structural response can then

be found by repeating this simulation many times with statistically similar sea

states [11]. However, a stochastic analysis of this type is insufficient to capture

the local characteristics needed to derive appropriate design criteria and random115

time domain simulations for extremes are unfeasibly time consuming [29, 27].

Fortunately, the idea of an extreme wave allows for the notion of a single

event with a specific shape, and crest height, ηcr, over a single associated period.
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Then a convenient ‘design-wave’ can be constructed to examine the peak sur-

face elevations and loads due to extreme events in a reproducible, deterministic

way. In offshore engineering a design-wave known as ‘NewWave’ is referred to

extensively and has become the industry standard for modelling extreme wave

interactions with offshore structures [12, 13, 14]. NewWave relies on the dis-

persive nature of water waves to produce an extreme wave event at a specific

point in space and time by combining smaller, sinusoidal components of different

frequencies. Retaining the broad-banded nature of extreme ocean waves, the

linear NewWave has a shape based on the average extreme in a linear, random,

Gaussian sea and is proportional to the auto-correlation function (the Fourier

transform of the sea state power spectrum in question) [12]. By discretising

this definition into a finite number of sinusoidal components, N , and limiting

ourselves to uni-directional seas, a linear, crest-focused wave group then has the

surface elevation

η(x, t) =

N∑
n=0

an cos(kn(x− xf ) − ωn(t− tf )), (1)

where xf and tf are the target position and target time respectively. For a

linear NewWave the individual component amplitudes are given by

an =
AcrSn(ω)∆ωn∑

n Sn(ω)∆ωn
, (2)

where Sn(ω) is the energy spectrum, ∆ωn is the frequency increment and Acr

is the linear crest amplitude given by

Acr =
√

2m0 ln(N) (3)

where m0 is the zeroth moment of the spectrum. Equation 3 then ensures a

NewWave model of the largest wave in N waves. It is generally accepted that

a three hour sea state has approximately 1000 waves and so N = 1000 [30].

NewWave has been shown to model the underlying linear part of large ocean120

waves in both deep and intermediate water depths [31, 32]. It has been shown

to outperform traditional 5th order Stokes wave methods when predicting the

forces on offshore space-frame structures [29]. However, there still exists some
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concern over the use of NewWave in shallow water as dispersion has less effect

and nonlinearities become significantly more important [33, 34]. Higher-order125

corrections to the NewWave definition have been proposed [12] and the subject

remains a source of ongoing research. Despite this and due to limitations with

the physical wave maker software used to generate the validation data for this

work, a linear NewWave approximation will be used to describe the incident

extreme waves. Any nonlinearities present at the position of the wave maker130

will be ignored. Furthermore, only unidirectional waves will be considered in this

work. It is believed that, even with these simplifications, the use of a NewWave

profile provides a more probable version of an extreme wave compared to those

used in similar applications which tend to use either 5th order Stokes waves or

focused waves based on generic ocean spectra (e.g. Pierson-Moskowitz (PM) or135

Joint North Sea Wave Observation Project (JONSWAP)) [35, 36]. In order to

limit the effect of this linearised input signal it can be argued that the position

and time of the extreme event should be such that the maximum crest amplitude

(and so contribution of nonlinearities) at the wave maker is minimised. Bateman

et al. [13] discuss how this leads to unfeasibly long simulations but provided the140

second-order corrections are within 4 % a relatively short simulation is sufficient

to allow the nonlinearities to form after generation. It is therefore believed

that, positioning the target location sufficiently far from the wave maker allows

suitable time and distance for nonlinearities to form and thus produce a realistic,

fully-nonlinear, extreme wave result. Further-still, it has been shown that global145

loads calculated using NewWave with second-order corrections are the same as

those derived using the equivalent linear NewWave [29]. Therefore, it is hoped

that this simplification will not reduce the applicability of the results produced

here when compared to realistic extreme ocean waves.

3.1. Validation experiments - NewWave150

The controlled generation of waves for the purpose of experimentation, ei-

ther physical or numerical, requires the specification of some driving mechanism

(wave paddle motion or inlet boundary condition) typically based on a theoret-
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ical description of the desired wave shape and kinematics. There are a number

of wave generation methods possible in NWTs, and in this work an expression-155

based, inlet boundary condition is applied, allowing for wave generation based

on a set of generic wave theories [24]. These theories specify the time evolution

of the surface elevation, and hence the volume fraction, as well as the vector

velocity at each point on the inlet boundary. The mixture pressure (p − ρgh)

on the inlet is then given a zero gradient boundary condition.160

As the aim of this project is ‘to provide a reliable understanding of the

behaviour of WEC systems’, the applications investigated here are all designed

to reproduce a scaled physical experiment. This provides a measure of the

validity of the NWT developed by allowing comparisons between the numerical

results and those produced in a controlled environment using a real fluid. Only165

then can this tool be used to explore cases beyond the capabilities of physical

experiments, such as those at full scale, with any confidence in the results.

All of the experiments used for validation purposes in this article have been

performed in the Ocean Basin at Plymouth University’s Coastal, Ocean And

Sediment Transport (COAST) laboratory. Unidirectional NewWaves are phys-170

ically generated by 24 flap-type wave paddles at one end of the 35 m long and

15.5 m wide wave tank. The depth is 4 m at the wave paddles (which have a

hinge depth of 2 m) and decreases linearly to a depth which can be varied be-

tween 0 and 3 m (utlilising a raisable floor). There is a parabolic beach at the

far end of the basin, opposite the wave makers.175

A NewWave profile is produced, at a wave gauge located some distance

from the wave makers, by combining 243 wave components with frequencies

uniformly spaced between 0 and 2 Hz and amplitudes generated using NewWave

theory. The phases of the wave components are found using a ’trial-and-error’

adjustment that accounts for the nonlinear interactions present in the wave180

propagation and ensures a symmetrical waveform at the point of interest, i.e.

a focused wave [37, 38, 15]. Unfortunately this does not guarantee the precise

NewWave is produced and leaves a number of unanswered questions regarding

the kinematics of the wave at the target location.
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In an attempt to remove the complexities of the fluid flow in the vicinity of185

the wave paddles, improve the computational efficiency of simulations and elim-

inate any error in the predictions made by the wave maker software, the method

used in this work employs an additional wave gauge situated 8 m from the wave

maker - the ‘forward’ wave gauge. This then serves as the numerical input data

for the simulation. It is hoped that any effect due to the wave generation or190

the depth change near the wave maker will have occurred by the time the wave

reaches this wave gauge, from where a constant depth can be assumed. The

drawback of this method is that only the surface-elevation is recorded at the

forward position. The velocity is also needed to fully define the inlet boundary

conditions. Therefore, the time series recorded at the forward wave gauge is195

reduced into linear wave components using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).

The velocity is then approximated as the linear sum of velocities arising from

the linear velocity potential for each component.

3.2. NewWave case 1

The first design wave considered is based on the 100 year conditions at200

the Wave Hub, a designated test area for pre-commercial wave energy devices

located 16 km off the north coast of Cornwall, UK [39]. A Weibull fit was used

to approximate the frequency spectrum for the 1 in 100 year sea state at the

site. Then a NewWave, based on the JONSWAP spectrum (Hs = 14.4m and

Tz = 14.1s) was produced experimentally at a scale of 1:30 with the depth205

correctly scaled to the 52 m deep Wave Hub site, i.e. 1.73 m.

This wave was reproduced numerically in a 25 m long and 1.73 m deep, 2D

computational domain with a 13 m long relaxation zone installed at the end

opposite the inlet boundary. The mesh was composed of square cells and had a

resolution, in the region containing the free surface, of 36 cells over the maximum210

wave height (≈ 0.6 m). Based on the work by Ransley [20], this was deemed

sufficient to ensure mesh independence with a Root Mean Squared (RMS) error

within 2 %. In order to improve the simulation efficiency, the rest of the domain

was set two levels of refinement less with 3 layers of cells between refinement
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Comparisons between the experimental and numerical surface elevation of a

NewWave with a target at 5.8 m measured at three separate places: the target position (5.8 m)

(a), 7.0 m (b) and 8.2 m (c).

levels. A mesh dependency study shows no noticeable difference in the surface215

elevation at the target location when using this mesh instead of a uniform mesh,

i.e. the simulation is still mesh independent. Furthermore, no difference was

observed when the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition was relaxed to

have the maximum Courant number for the phase fields (maxAlphaCo) and the

other fields (maxCo) equal to 0.5 instead of 0.25. Therefore the former has been220

used in this case.
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The resultant free surface elevation at the target location (5.8 m from the

inlet boundary/forward wave gauge position) is shown in Figure 1a along with

that from the physical experiment. The main crest in the numerical simulation

is reproduced well, however, there are a number of discrepancies. The troughs225

are noticeably shallower in the numerical result and the surface elevation has an

irregular form after the main crest, which does not resemble reflected waves from

the end of the NWT. It has been noticed that, for steeper waves and shallower

water depths, the numerical wave can become unstable at the trailing edge of

the main crest resulting in behaviour similar to localised wave breaking. The230

current explanation for this is that the linear approximation for the velocities

at the inlet boundary is a poor representation of those actually present in the

physical experiment and this is particularly problematic when the main crest

of a steep wave is generated in shallow water. Furthermore, it is insufficient to

judge the quality of the numerical solution based on a single surface elevation235

time series. Even a perfect recreation of the surface elevation at a single point

does not guarantee the other flow parameters, such as velocity, are also matched.

At the very least, if the solution is accurate, the comparison of surface elevation

time series at multiple locations should be equally good. This would suggest

the propagation of the wave, and hence the solution for the fluid velocities, was240

adequate and provides greater confidence in the numerical result. Therefore,

Figure 1b and c show the solution further down the tank. As can be seen,

the comparison worsens as the wave propagates down the basin. It is possible

that a difference in the reflections in both the physical and numerical tests

are to blame. However, it is again suspected that the velocities specified on245

the numerical inlet boundary do not perfectly match those in the experiment

leading to variations in the propagation of the wave throughout the wave tank.

3.3. NewWave case 2

In a second design wave case, another NewWave based on the 100 year

event at the Wave Hub site was produced. The experiment, in this case, was250

performed at 1:50 scale and a PM spectrum with an fp of 0.356 Hz was used
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instead of a JONSWAP (as in the previous case). The result is a more compact

wave packet. In contrast to the first case, the depth was set at 2.8 m, reducing

the severity of the depth change in front of the paddles. It was hoped that this

case, with a reduced depth change, would provide a test for the NWT without255

the inlet issues discussed above. As a consequence the depth was not correctly

scaled to the Wave Hub site, the conditions in this case therefore represent a

deep water (140 m) site instead of an intermediate one such as Wave Hub.

Another two-dimensional NWT was created and the experimental waves

were reproduced numerically using the same forward wave gauge method as260

above. The numerical domain was 18 m in length with an 11 m relaxation zone

on the outlet. In this case, the mesh was again made of square cells this time

with a side length of 0.037 m in the region containing the free surface, the rest

of the mesh was one level of refinement less. Based on the convergence work of

Ransley [20], this was again deemed sufficient for an RMS error of within 2 %265

based on a wave steepness (H/λ) of 0.04. Again, maxCo and maxAlphaCo were

set at 0.5.

Comparisons between the experimental and numerical results for the surface

elevation at a number of distances from the inlet are shown in Figure 2. As can

be seen, the NWT has performed exceptionally well in this case. The main270

trough in Figure 2a is within 2 % of the experimental value and the main crest

in 2c is within 6.5 %. Furthermore, unlike in the previous case, the comparative

surface elevation results are equally good across a significant distance suggesting

that the full range of flow variables have been captured correctly. Perhaps in

this case the reduced scale, more compact wave packet and increased depth275

mean that linear superposition provides a better approximation to the actual

wave than in the first case.

These results provide confidence in the ability of the NWT to reproduce

physical experiments of extreme waves. The forward wave gauge method and

the approximation of linear superposition, for specifying the numerical inlet280

boundary conditions, appear to be sensitive to both the water depth and the

nonlinearity of the wave being generated. It would appear that steep, shallower
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: Comparison between the experimental (grey) and numerical (black) surface elevation

of the second focused wave case measured at four separate distances relative to the numerical

inlet: (a) 1.96 m, (b) 3.87 m, (c) 5.6 m and (d) 6.33 m.

water cases require an improved definition of the flow properties at the forward

wave gauge position (utilising higher-order wave theories).
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4. Fixed Truncated Circular Cylinder285

Cylinders form the key structural components of many offshore structures

and are also often assumed to be a good approximation to many more com-

plicated geometries. For example, bottom-mounted, surface-piercing cylinders

have been used to support causeways and piers as well as more recent develop-

ments like offshore wind turbines. Truncated cylinders, beyond simple marker290

buoys, are used for buoyancy in a range of floating structures including semi-

submersibles, spar buoys and Tension-Leg Platforms (TLPs) as well as float-

ing offshore wind applications [40]. Furthermore, the elements of space-frame

structures, sub-sea umbilicals, risers and flowlines all tend to be cylinders. As

a result, there is a vast amount of research concerning the interaction of water295

waves with cylinders, ranging from analytical solutions which take advantage

of the simple geometry to fully nonlinear work concerning the fundamentals of

more complicated flow structures. It is for this reason that a surface-piecing

truncated circular cylinder has been chosen as a validation case here; not only

is there a considerable amount of existing literature with which to compare re-300

sults, but it can be argued that a number of point-absorber-type WEC concepts

closely resemble this simplified geometry. In this case, the cylinder was fixed

and the waves remained unidirectional. Moving structures are considered in

Section 5.

4.1. Background - Wave interactions with cylinders305

In 1950 Morison et al. [41] published their influential work on the force ex-

erted by surface waves on piles. Modified versions of the Morison equation,

including the effects of turbulence and vortices, are still widely used in applica-

tions involving the interaction of non-breaking waves with offshore structures,

but these typically do not incorporate important diffraction effects [29, 40].310

Furthermore, empirical methods cannot be valid for all flow regimes and scaling

results can be problematic.

It was not until much later that nonlinear, interface-resolving models were

developed and the hydrodynamics, run-up, and surface elevation in the vicinity
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of structures investigated in detail. These nonlinear models were motivated by315

unexpected damage to offshore structures [42] and the observation that, despite

preventative design of offshore installations (like TLPs) to limit their response

to waves, some loads and motions still take place at the natural frequencies of

the structure [43]. In the context of moored WECs, however, these effects are

likely to be even more important as the device itself is typically designed to320

exploit the resonance effects at the natural frequencies.

Kriebel [44] calculated the run-up of a second-order Stokes wave on a large-

diameter bottom-mounted cylinder using potential flow theory and a second-

order diffraction code. He compared his results against experiments in regular

nonlinear waves and found that both first and second-order theory greatly under-325

estimate the maximum run-up on the front of the cylinder. Similarly, on the rear

of the cylinder results showed that significant nonlinear diffraction effects were

present particularly as the wave steepness increases. Ferrant et al. [43] found

the same result while comparing a semi-analytical, frequency-domain diffraction

approach, at first and second order, with a fully nonlinear time-domain Bound-330

ary Element Method (BEM) model. It is clear that linear diffraction theory is

inadequate and, even before the onset of wave breaking, nonlinear effects are

critical in wave-structure interaction problems. Furthermore, assumptions ap-

plied by potential flow models, that the structure is ‘large’ and therefore flow

separation does not occur, may be inaccurate when considering smaller WEC335

designs. As a result, a wide range of fully nonlinear time-domain CFD programs

have also been employed in similar investigations [42].

In recent years, the impact of breaking waves on cylindrical structures has

become an area of intense research and is likely to be important when consid-

ering the survivability of offshore structures due to the additional short-lived340

impulsive force coming from a breaker front, or tongue. Typically the force

from breaking wave impacts has been calculated as the sum of a quasi-static

component, derived using the Morison equation, and a dynamic component in-

volving an empirical measure of the impact area known as the curling factor,

λc [45, 46]. More recently, fully nonlinear CFD models of breaking wave im-345
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pacts on cylinders have been published and compared with estimates from the

Morison equation. These have shown that the simpler Morison-type approach is

capable of predicting the general trends during inertia dominated cases but not

extreme wave loading [47, 35]. Despite this, breaking wave impacts will not be

considered in this work as crucial phenomena such as fluid aeration and entrap-350

ment of air pockets are not accounted for in the incompressible solver used here.

Nevertheless, the evidence in the literature suggests that considerable nonlinear

effects, crucial for the assessment of survivability, occur during the interaction

of steep waves with fixed cylinders and that simpler numerical models do not

reproduce these accurately.355

4.2. Validation experiment - Cylinder

To provide validation data for extreme wave loading on fixed, WEC-like

structures, a physical experiment was conducted in which a fixed, vertical, trun-

cated cylinder was subjected to the same 100-year wave as that from NewWave

case 1 above. In this case the location of maximum surface elevation was ap-360

proximately coincident with the position of the cylinder’s axis and the water

depth was again 1.73 m in order to represent the Wave Hub site at 1:30 scale.

The cylinder’s axis was positioned 8.2 m from the forward wave gauge position

and had a diameter of 0.4 m and a draft of 0.4 m to represent a point-absorber-

type WEC with a diameter and draft of 12 m. The run-up and pressure on the365

front of the cylinder were measured using a wave gauge mounted in front of the

cylinder and a flush, diaphragm, pressure transducer fitted at the Still Water

Level (SWL) respectively. The physical experiment was repeated 3 times and

it was found that there was no noticeable difference between the results in each

case for either the run up or the pressure measurements.370

4.3. Numerical setup - Cylinder

To reproduce this case numerically, a 25 m long and 6 m wide computational

domain was created. The water depth was 1.73 m and the air phase was given a

height of 1 m. The computational mesh was made primarily of cubic cells. The
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Part of the mesh used in the fixed cylinder cases: (a) plan view (slice 0.5 m above

SWL), (b) cross-section of region containing the cylinder (slice along centre-line).

region containing the free surface had a cell side length of 0.025 m and the rest of375

the mesh was two levels of refinement less with a minimum of three cells between

levels. In addition to this, a cylindrical region with a radius of 1 m, stretching

the full height of the domain and sharing an axis with the cylinder, was given

the same resolution as the free surface. The region occupied by the cylinder,

centred 8.2 m from the inlet boundary, was removed from the domain using380

the snappyHexMesh utility which offers a wide variety of options and quality

control measures to ensure the mesh quality is not degraded significantly by

the addition of complex boundary geometries. Figure 3 shows the mesh in the

vicinity of the cylinder. As in the NewWave case 1, a 13 m relaxation zone was

applied to the end of the NWT. A 1 m relaxation zone was positioned on the385

inlet to absorb any reflected waves from the cylinder which was given no-slip

wall-type boundary conditions (as were the front and back boundaries of the

domain).

4.4. Results - Cylinder

The run-up and pressure results, compared with corresponding physical re-390

sults, are shown in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. The run-up time series is
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Figure 4: Run-up on the front of a cylinder. Numerical (black); physical (grey).

very similar to that of the wave-only case (NewWave case 1 above), but with

increased amplitude and an additional small peak immediately after the main

crest; the pressure has a series of peaks which coincide with the peaks in run-up

whilst troughs appear as zero pressure due to the transducer drying. There is a395

consistent anomaly at the beginning of each of the pressure records which has

been attributed to ‘thermal shock’ (the effect of temperature changes on the

transducer electronics). Once the transducer is fully submerged, i.e. when the

first waves arrive, this effect is resolved and the anomaly is removed. Finally,

some of the early smaller pressure peaks predicted by the numerical simulation,400

in Figure 5, are not observed in the physical data. This is because the 1 bar

(100 kPa) pressure transducer is operating at the limit of its sensitivity in this

case and the measurement is at the same level as the noise in the signal.

Considering the differences between the physical and numerical results in

the wave-only case (Figure 1), the numerical simulation provides a good ap-405

proximation of the run-up and pressure on the front face of the cylinder. The

run-up comparison is particularly good during the low amplitude part of the

wave packet. Between 20 and 40 s the run-up shows the same pattern of dis-

crepancies as the surface elevation results in the absence of the cylinder (Figure

1c). It is therefore likely that the run-up would be predicted accurately if the410

reproduction of the wave-only case was improved.
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Figure 5: Pressure on the front of a cylinder, at the SWL. Numerical (black); physical (grey).

One element worth further investigation is the additional peak on the trailing

edge of the main crest. From observations made during the physical experiments

a few interesting phenomena have been noted. Until the first of the three main

crests, the water surface is undisturbed, no scattered waves are observed and the415

run-up is both comparable in amplitude and phase to the incident wave. As the

larger crests arrive the difference in run-up around the cylinder’s circumference

increases significantly and some symmetrical wave scattering is observed in the

lee of the cylinder. A deep trough is formed to the rear as run-up considerably

greater than the incident wave height is produced on the front of the cylinder.420

There is a thickening of the leading edge of the run-up jet when the wave crest

is alongside the cylinder. There is then an upwelling on the back of the cylinder

with pronounced depressions on either side. The free surface then collapses

backwards at the rear of the cylinder producing a spilling broken wave which

propagates upstream causing a dip and then a small additional peak in run-up425

on the front of the cylinder as it passes. Figure 6 shows snapshots at the point of

maximum run-up (top) and 0.4 s later (bottom) during the physical experiments

(left) and the numerical simulation (right). It can be seen that, qualitatively, the

numerical solution reproduces the physical phenomena associated with run-up

of a NewWave on a fixed truncated cylinder well. Despite the use of a truncated430

cylinder, the results from this investigation are very similar to the observations
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Figure 6: Snapshots at maximum run-up (top) and 0.4 s later (bottom) during the physical

experiment (left) and the numerical simulation (right).

of Chaplin et al. [48] when assessing the secondary loading cycle and ringing

of a vertical cylinder in steep non-breaking waves. Despite the discrepancies in

the reproduction of the incident wave, these results are a vast improvement on

those predicted by both linear and second-order diffraction theory when applied435

to steep nonlinear regular wave interactions with a bottom mounted cylinder

[44].

5. Hemispherical-bottomed Buoy with Linear Mooring

Increasing the complexity of the model, a floating, hemispherical-bottomed,

cylindrical buoy with a linearly-elastic mooring has been simulated using the440

NWT. The buoy is part of the SuperGen UK Centre for Marine Energy Research

(UKCMER) grand challenge project X-MED (eXtreme loading of Marine En-

ergy Devices due to waves, currents, flotsam and mammal impact) which aims

to identify and improve the understanding of extreme loading on tidal stream
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turbines and wave energy devices by modelling and experiments [49]. The buoy445

is 0.5 m in diameter with a 0.25 m tall cylindrical section above its hemispherical

bottom (Figure 7). It is constructed from 2 mm thick mild steel and has ballast

weight secured within the hemispherical part. The total mass is 43.2 kg centred

0.181 m above the bottom mooring fixing. The moment of inertia of the buoy is

(1.61 1.61 0.5) N m. Restrained only by a single-point mooring, which attaches450

at the bottom of the buoy where the symmetry axis intersects the surface of

the hemisphere, the structure in this case is able to move in all six degrees of

freedom (6DOF). The mooring has a stiffness of 67 N m−1 and a rest length of

2.18 m.

500mm

30mmMooring fixing

Mooring 
fixing

Hemisphere

Cylinder

2
5

0
m

m
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5
0

m
m

5
m

m

Figure 7: Dimensions of the hemispherical-bottomed, cylindrical buoy (left), and; a pho-

tograph from the COAST laboratory (right) showing the single-point, linear mooring and

experimental setup.

5.1. Background - 6DOF rigid body motion455

In terms of similar research in the literature, full 6DOF motion is rarely con-

sidered when simplified dynamics can be assumed instead. For the majority of

moored WECs, however, this is not an option as the behaviour of the body, due

to wave excitation, is highly dependent on multiple coupled modes of motion.
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For example, in their summary of the water entry of a wedge using fully nonlin-460

ear potential theory, Wu et al. [50] showed that asymmetry, horizontal velocity

and rotational velocity all have significant effects on the flow and pressure and

that there are strong couplings between these three degrees of freedom. Bai

and Eatock-Taylor [51] modelled the fully nonlinear radiated waves resulting

from the forced oscillation of a truncated cylinder using a high order boundary465

element method. They found their model to be accurate, efficient and stable.

However, of most interest was their discovery that strong nonlinear interactions

exist between the heave and pitch motions. These cause a total run-up, in the

combined case, that differs significantly from the linear superposition produced

by the two motions independently.470

The majority of nonlinear time-domain investigations into the motion of

fully-coupled freely-floating bodies and mooring restraints are concerned with

vessels like Floating Production Storage and Offloadings (FPSOs) and Liquid

Natural Gas (LNG) carriers. Xing et al. [52] obtained very good agreement

between results from their Navier-Stokes (NS) solver and physical experiments475

of a 2D free-floating rectangular body in small regular waves. Yang et al. [53]

used a NS solver with a VOF treatment for the free surface to model successfully

nonlinear wave interactions, green water and the motion of a freely-floating LNG

carrier but provided no physical validation of their results. Lu [54] modelled

an FPSO able to move in heave and pitch in extreme regular waves using a480

NS solver and VOF method but found a number of differences in both the

calculated motion and deck water height when compared to equivalent physical

measurements. Despite this, Lu [54] went on to investigate the effect of various

mooring arrangements on both a single FPSO and for a pair of vessels. A linearly

elastic mooring model was used with the compression force set to zero. It was485

found that mooring restraints could be used to reduce the green water loads on

the vessel but no validation for the moored cases was offered. Zhao et al. [55]

investigated the interactions between extreme waves and a floating body able

to move freely in both heave and roll. Their NS solver, with the Constrained

Interpolation Profile (CIP) scheme based on a Cartesian grid method, gave good490
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comparisons with physical results for green water, impact pressures and motion

response in regular, focused and combined waves. However, their model was not

able to reproduce the peak pressure from a secondary loading cycle observed in

the focused and combined wave experiments. Furthermore, their model tended

to overestimate the amplitude of both heave and roll motions in the focused495

wave cases. Despite this, they found that the body showed significant nonlinear

motion due to the suppressive effects of green water and that focused waves

produced a large amplitude roll response.

In addition, when it comes to dynamic systems, such as those including float-

ing WECs and their moorings, it has been found that crucial design parameters,500

such as the load in the mooring line, can be highly dependent on the motion

and position of the float when a wave arrives [15]. The majority of theoretical

and standard numerical models do not take into account the dynamics of the

system and the consequences of past events on the orientation and positioning

of the device. Hence, when estimating the loads, vital information is typically505

lost. Other than through physical modelling, fully coupled modelling of the

system in the time-domain is the only way to ensure critical behaviour such as

‘snatch-loading’ is identified [15].

5.2. Numerical setup - Buoy

In this case the buoy is allowed to move in all 6DOF except for a restraint

which corresponds to a simple mooring. Assuming the mooring is linearly-

elastic, massless and never becomes slack it can be modelled as a linear spring,

which obeys Hooke’s law,

Frestraint = kspringe, (4)

where Frestraint is the force exerted in the direction of a vector from the mooring510

fixing on the buoy to the anchor position on the basin floor, kspring is the spring

constant or stiffness in N m−1 and e is the extension of the spring from its rest

length. Clearly in Equation 4 a negative e (compression) is possible, producing

a force that repels the buoy, however, this would not be the case in reality as
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the mooring line would become slack and produce no force at all. Furthermore,515

for a mooring with mass, the direction and magnitude of the restraint force will

be altered by the sag in the line and the dynamics of its motion. These two

effects have not been considered here.

5.3. Results - Buoy

In order to assess the 6DOF motion solver with the constraints removed,520

an initial test was conducted in which the buoy was released from an elevated

position above still water and its heave displacement allowed to decay over time.

This ‘decay’ test was performed with, and without, the mooring present in order

to evaluate the accuracy of the motion prediction and the stability of the solver.

Following this, the buoy was subjected to a focused wave event in which the525

buoy was positioned at the target location of NewWave case 2 above.

5.3.1. Decay tests

For the decay tests, the buoy was located, in an elevated position, in the

centre of the domain, which had a square cross-section in the horizontal plane

(Figure 8). The width of the domain was 4 m. The water depth was 2.8 m and530

the height of the air phase was 1.5 m. The mesh was constructed from cubic

cells with a background mesh cell side-length of 0.17 m. The region containing

the free-surface was refined to a level of 3 and the mesh close to the buoy was

refined to level 4 (Figure 8a). A cylindrical relaxation zone with an inner radius

of 1m and an outer radius of 2.83 m was centred on the buoy in order to absorb535

any radiated waves that might affect the results (Figure 8b).

The results from the decay tests are shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that

the 6DOF solver in OpenFOAM R© performs very well, particularly in the case

with the mooring attached (Figure 9b). The unmoored case (Figure 9a) displays

a slight inaccuracy in the frequency of oscillation and towards the end of the time540

series the solutions diverge from one another. This may be evidence of an issue

with the force calculation or the pressure boundary condition on the surface of

the buoy, however, this behaviour was not seen in the moored case. This may
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Figure 8: The computational domain set-up for the moored buoy decay tests. (a) a cross-

section of the mesh; (b) the domain extents and cylindrical relaxation zone.

be a consequence of the additional driving force in the mooring dominating the

motion and perhaps restricting additional degrees of freedom from becoming545

active. It is possible that the ‘direction’ of the interpolation scheme used could

cause a slight asymmetry in the forcing which could excite other modes of motion

but this does not seem to be the case here. It was found that the results were

highly sensitive to the domain size and the amount of wave absorption, i.e.

the influence of radiated waves reflecting from the domain boundaries, but no550

improvement on these results could be achieved by increasing the domain size

or altering the relaxation zone. A common concern with the dynamic mesh

treatment in OpenFOAM R© is that large motions cause the mesh to degrade

and it has been speculated that artificial mesh ‘stiffness’ can result from this

mesh deformation [26]. In the case of this decay test, the buoy is released with555

the mesh undeformed and oscillates about its equilibrium state, which has a

deformed mesh. This may cause issues that would not otherwise be a problem

when the buoy begins in its equilibrium state. However, if this deformation

were to be an issue, one might expect the associated error to increase with the

displacement of the buoy, but of the two cases in Figure 9, the moored case has560
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Figure 9: Comparisons between the heave displacement of a buoy in a physical (grey) and

equivalent numerical (black) decay test with (right) and without (left) the mooring attached

a greater displacement and a better result.

5.3.2. NewWave test

In the focused wave case, the buoy was positioned 5.49 m from the inlet

and subject to same 100 year wave event as in the NewWave case 2 above.

The computational domain was 18 m long and had a width of 6 m. The mesh565

resolution was kept the same as in the wave-only case but expanded to have

cubic cells. In addition, a cylindrical region of the mesh, with a radius of 2 m

and a depth of 1.5 m, centred on the buoy was refined one level and the region

in close proximity to the buoy was refined two levels.

Figure 10 shows a series of vertical cross-sectional snapshots from the simu-570

lation at a number of times either side of the arrival of the main crest in the wave

packet. The mesh design and the modest amount of mesh deformation caused

by the buoy’s motion can be seen as well as the free surface across ≈10 m of

the NWT. Clearly the buoy is displaced by the wave in heave, surge and pitch.

The mooring has not been shown in Figure 10 but its effect has been included575

in the simulation.
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Figure 10: A series of vertical cross-sectional snapshots of a moored buoy simulation showing

the mesh and free surface at times either side of the arrival of an extreme wave.
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Figure 11: Numerical and experimental results for (a) the x-displacement, (b) z-displacement

and (c) pitch angle of a buoy subject to an extreme wave event.

For a more quantitative analysis of the buoy’s motion response, Figure 11

shows the resulting time series for the horizontal displacement of the centre of

mass in the direction of wave propagation (Figure 11a), the vertical displace-

ment (Figure 11b) and the pitch angle of the buoy (Figure 11c) compared with580

measurements taken in the physical experiment using the Qualysis motion cap-

ture system [15]. As can be seen, the agreement is very good until after the

main wave crest has passed, when the discrepancies are believed to be due to

reflections from the end and side walls of the NWT. The motion of the buoy

has been captured very well; the phase of the motion response matches that of585

the physical buoy, apart from a slight delay in the heave motion (Figure 11b),

and both the peak heave and surge displacements are within a few percent of
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Figure 12: Numerical and experimental results for the load in the mooring of a buoy subject

to an extreme wave event

the physical values. The amplitude of the pitch motion is less accurate on some

of the oscillations but in comparison with similar work in the literature [54, 56],

this is a very good reproduction of the buoy’s motion. After the passing of the590

main wave crest, reflections begin to affect the numerical result due to the NWT

being relatively short and narrow in order to reduce CPU effort. The very good

agreement between the numerical and physical results is a clear consequence of

a high quality reproduction of the wave only case (Figure 2), but also evidence

that the 6DOF rigid-body solver performs very well even for reasonably large595

displacements.

Finally, the load in the mooring, prescribed by Equation 4 and based on the

position of the float in the numerical simulation, is shown in Figure 12 along with

the measurements made during the physical experiment. Again the agreement

is very good until after the main crest where reflections have altered the motion600

of the buoy in the numerical case. Although the troughs either side show some

differences, the peak load has been reproduced to within a remarkakble 0.2 %

of the physical result.

The 28 s simulation took almost 500 hours of CPU time running on 6 Intel R©

Xeon(R) CPU E5630 @ 2.53 GHz processors. This is excessive and part of605

the reason why full NS solvers are seen as unwieldy for use in device design.

It is possible that the execution time can be greatly reduced by decomposing
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the domain across many more processors, and recent investigations using the

ARCHER UK National High Powered Computing (HPC) Facility and large

numbers of processors have shown a dramatic reducing in the execution time of610

this case (≈ 10-fold increase in speed).

6. Conclusions

The computational tool developed here is capable of reproducing a design

wave based on the 100 year event at the Wave Hub site. The reproduction does

however appear to be particularly sensitive to the quality of the prescribed wave-615

maker boundary conditions and there is still some concern over the use of linear

superposition to generate highly nonlinear waves, particularly in shallower water

depths. Improved boundary definitions of the full range of flow variables will

undoubted improve the reproduction of extreme waves as well as applications

involving such events i.e. survivability testing of WECs.620

Despite this, the NWT described in this work has been shown to accurately

predict the run-up and pressure on the front face of a generic WEC hull ge-

ometry when fixed and subject to the 100 year wave event at the Wave Hub

site. Furthermore, highly nonlinear phenomena including the secondary loading

cycle, synonymous with the ringing of a vertical cylinder in steep non-breaking625

waves, and the characteristic free-surface behaviour in the vicinity of the cylin-

der have been reproduced well.

With the extension to 6DOF motion, the NWT performs very well. For the

interaction between the 100 year wave event and a simplified WEC, consisting

a free-floating buoy and linear mooring, the motion of the buoy and load in the630

mooring has been reproduced remarkably well. It is clear that the NWT needs

to be carefully designed for each case to ensure potential reflections from the

side walls of the computational domain do not effect the results. However, in

the case of focused waves these reflections typically only affect the results after

the point of interest (the focus event).635

In conclusion, the numerical tool presented here is able to provide a reliable
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reproduction of the fully nonlinear fluid dynamics associated with the interac-

tion of extreme waves and WECs. This includes: the propagation of design

waves, the free-surface behaviour around structures, the pressure on the struc-

ture’s surface, the motion of floating structures and the loading in mooring lines.640

All of which are crucial in the assessment of WEC survivability. Therefore, the

authors believe that numerical models, similar to the one presented here, can

and should be used in the routine design of WECs in order to complement

physical survival testing.

For guidelines and a more detailed discussion of the difficulties associated645

with reliable simulations of wave structure interaction in OpenFOAM R©, please

refer to Ransley [20].
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